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ABSTRACT  
In most of automatic wheelchair use two motor and operated with the joystick. Both motors provide 

direction to the wheelchair with the help of joystick. This paper describes a system where only single 

motor are used which provide direction with the help of single joystick. This system is based on gear 

system which deliver power from one wheel to the another wheel and a joystick arrangement which 

change the direction of the wheelchair. The total embedment of wheelchair use the joystick, a speed 

controller, gear arrangement system and a single rare wheel fitted inside the BLDC motor. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this project is to use one motor operated wheelchair for moving forward, backward, left, 

right and reduce the cost of the automatic wheelchair. This wheel chair use to day or night, daily 

routine work and light function are also available because it uses the high efficiency battery. The 

overall framework of this project is to restore autonomy to severely disabled person by helping them 

use independently a power wheelchair and easy to access because its cost are reduced by a single 

motor. This mechatronic joystick is used for several functions such as speed control, gear control and 

motor control. Recently new efforts have been made with in gear control of motor in this wheelchair. 

A single motor operated system with speed controller, gear system and motor controller recently 

developed in this wheelchair. This gear system have inserted into the single rear wheel which deliver 

the energy to another rear wheel which are free. The embedded gear system co-ordinate the both rear 

wheel and user operated this with the help of mechatronic joystick. 

This paper describes how the single motor operated wheelchair can be used to control a power 

wheelchair without any problem for the patient and degree of freedom of the system which are 

provide without compromising the cost. 

 

Method 

1. The Motor 

In this wheelchair use a single BLDC motor which has power 500W. The motor is  mounted inside 

the rear wheel. In BLDC motor the rotor has permanent magnets and the stator has an electronically-

controlled rotating field, using sensors (rotary encoders or back-EMF) to be more efficient and more 

powerful than commutated motors. Brushless motors develop a maximum torque when stationary, 

linearly decreasing as velocity increases. BLDC motors are most suitable for these kind of vehicles 

because of their more torque per weight, more torque per watt (increased efficiency), increased 

reliability, reduced noise, longer lifetime (no brush and commutator erosion), elimination of ionizing 

sparks from the commutator, and overall reduction of electromagnetic interference(EMI). 
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     Fig 1: BLDC motor 

2.   BATTERY 

The battery are required in this wheelchair are 48V.four batteries are connected in series each have 

12V and 26Ah rechargeable battery. These are lead-acid batteries each weighing 9.1 Kgs and 

125x166x175mm in dimension. Batteries are accommodated inside the seats. with the full charging 

of each battery shows 12.9 volts across their terminal and 51.6 volts after series combination. 

3.   SPEED CONTROLLER 

In this wheelchair used 48 volt / 300- 500 watt speed controller .The speed controller system consists 

of resisters, capacitors, mosfet and those are regulate the input power supply and provide the desire 

value of BLDC motor. When increase the joystick rotation  then change the magnetic flux and 

change the current in BLDC motor with the help of speed controller. 

 
     Fig 2: Speed controller 

(i)    Motor Cable 

There are three motor cables, each motor cable provide 24V AC to the motor to generate magnetic 

field to provide motion. 

(ii)    Joy Stick Cable 

The joystick cable contains three wires which change the speed/current of motor with joystick 

rotation. The joystick is made up of magnetic sensor which estimates the speed of motor. A switch is 

provided reverse and forward direction to the motor.  
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(iii)   Main Supply  

There are two cables (red for +ve 48V , black for –ve 48V) which are  connected to the battery, 

which provide the required supply. 

(iv)   Magnetic Sensor Cable 

In this cable the current flow/speed of motor is estimated to detect the magnetic field in the motor.  

 

4.   TPS (throttle position sensor) 

A throttle position sensor was used to control the speed of the motor .Throttles are generally used in 

all kinds of e-bikes to control the motor speed .BLDC motor controllers are designed in such a way 

that a voltage signal (usually not more than 5V) Controls the minimum to maximum speed  of the 

motor. A throttle is a specially Vcc (biasing voltage ) is provided from the main controller unit and 

outputs voltage corresponding to angle of the throttle, which is supplied to the controller where it is 

processed to deliver corresponding speed by the motor .  

(i)  Speed Control Mechanism of the Existing System 

In this system, the speed of the motor is controlled by the Throttle Position Sensor (TPS) unit. The 

TPS unit supplies corresponding throttle position voltage to the main BLDC motor controller unit. 

The idea is explanatory from fig2. The main power supply is the 48V Battery which powers the 

motor and the controller unit. The CU provides necessary biasing to the TPS and the TPS outputs 

voltages according to the throttle’s angle. This output is fed to the C.U. which then coerces the 

BLDC motor. 

 
Fig 3: Speed Control Mechanism 

5.  Gear system 

The gear control system is based on change the position of gear and alignment with the rear wheel. 

The mechatronic joystick change the position on the either direction left or right then change of the 

position arrangement on the gear according to the mechatronic joystick. 

 (i)   Free Gear 

It is connected centre rotating shaft with the bearing .when free gear  attached with the fixed gear it 

will rotate with the same speed of fixed gear of BLDC motor. Its position is shown with the fixed 

gear of BLDC motor. 

(ii)   Rotating shaft 

It deliver the energy from BLDC motor wheel to without motor wheel. It is connected horizontally 

fixed shaft with the help of bearing. 

(iii)   Fixed shaft   

Fixed shaft is connected with the back frame of wheel chair which hold the rotatory shaft . 
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(iv)   Selection gear 

It is horizontally movement on rotatory shaft with the help of mechatronic joystick. Its  surface are 

slotted for fixed with the free gear and a single small rod is connected for the movement of selection 

of gear with the help of mechatronic joystick wire . 

(v)   Spring 
It is fitted with the rotatory shaft between the selection gear and fixed shaft which are provide the 

force for tightly grip between the selection gear and free gear. 

 
Fig 4:  Gear System 

6.   Mechatronics joystick 

This wheelchair uses a mechatronic joystick which operates motor supply or gear arrangement. It use 

four Throttle Position Sensor (TPS) or magnetic sensor those are sense the magnetic flux and send 

the signal to speed controller. The position of gear are also arranged with the mechatronic 

joystick.Four TPS or magnetic sensor are fixed in four direction (forward, reverse, left, right) and 

fixed on slots. The joystick handle fitted the permanent magnet on horizontally and vertically on the 

simultaneously of TPS or magnetic sensor. The gear is controlled with the two wire of mechatronic 

joystick those are connected between the mechatronic joystick handle and gear system. The joystick 

wire connected to left or right portion of the joystick handle.  

 
Fig-5 Mechatronic joystick Directions 
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(i)   In forward  
In this wheelchair use a mechatronic (mechanical +electronic) joystick which  provide  mechanical 

and electronic function .It is connected with the gear system and speed controller when joystick  

move in forward direction then it sense the magnetic  flux and conduct the sensor and increase the 

ampere on speed controller. Speed controller increasing the ampere and then increase the rpm of 

BLDC motor. 

On increasing the rpm of motor in left rear wheel it is attached with the fixed gear system which 

deliver the energy on the right rear wheel with the help of rotatory shaft then the wheel chair move in 

forward direction. 

(ii)   In reverse 
When  move the joystick on back direction then the reverse switch is connected which motor work 

on opposite direction. This is done because the polarity of motor rotation changed and that will 

generate magnetic   flux occurs in opposite phase.  

The BLDC motor rotate in the opposite phase and energy delivered from the gear system and rotate 

in the     backward direction.  

(iii)  In left  
when  the joystick move in left position then the attached selection gear  wires pulled out on the left 

side and then the gear will be free on the central shaft. No energy delivered from motor wheel to free 

wheel. The BLDC motor will rotate independently in reverse direction with the help of mechatronic 

switch arrangement and other rear wheel will be stop on their position. The wheel chair will move in 

left hand side direction. 

(iv)   In right 
When  the joystick move in right position then the attached selection gear wires pulled out on the 

right side and then the gear will be free on the central shaft. No energy delivered from motor wheel 

to free wheel. The BLDC motor will rotate independently in forward direction with the help of 

mechatronic switch arrangement and other rear wheel will be stop on their position. The wheel chair 

will move in right hand side direction. 

 

7.  RESULTS 

The first test of driving of single motor operated wheelchair using the gear system showed good and 

user friendly control. The wheelchair with multiple directional control and variable speed control 

make it easy and understandable mechatronic joystick with the less effort to the patient. 

 

8.   DISCUSSION 

The framework presented in this paper provides basic control of any powered wheelchair with analog 

input. 

In principle all powered wheelchairs could be controlled with the proposed framework provided with 

mechtronics joystick input. The one thing must be required is gear system. The limited processing 

joystick will be sufficient for this framework but a more powerful platform may be needed. This 

could be used to allow the mechtronics joystick perform more advanced and reduce the cost ,easy to 

access to common men. 
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